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sleepvantage.com.au
1300 305 705 (Aus)  or  0800 737 633 (NZ)

info@sleepvantage.com.au

Membership.  
Support.  
Community.
Hundreds of thousands of people, like you, 
require treatment for their sleep apnea. It’s 
time to get connected through our  sleepvantage 
member support program.

 Join sleepvantage to receive the support you  
need and enjoy  a range of member benefits.   
It’s absolutely FREE!

Features designed  
for all-round comfort 

Flex-wing forehead support allows a dynamic range of fit and 
adjustment, and feels light on the face.

Dual wall Spring Air™ cushion seals with even more comfort.

Headgear loops simplify attachment for improved usability.

Circular diffused venting gently disperses air for less user and 
partner disturbance.

Quick release elbow with squeeze-tabs to make attaching and 
detaching quicker and easier.

Comfortable SoftEdge headgear with rolled-edge fabric that 
reduces facial marking.
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A lighter mask for better sleep
ResMed’s new Quattro Air is our lightest full face mask yet. 
In fact, it’s 45% lighter than our previous Mirage Quattro™ 
mask.* Quattro Air gives you less bulk on your face than 
most other full face masks and a clear field of vision. And 
a series of design enhancements makes it simpler to put 
together, more comfortable and easier to maintain. 

*The medium size of Quattro Air is 45% lighter than the medium size of Mirage Quattro. 
** Based on ResMed’s Clinical Studies. 

Simple, intuitive comfort
Quattro Air has all the proven performance of Mirage 
Quattro, refined into a mask that is sleeker and more 
streamlined. Quattro Air’s advanced flex-wing forehead 
support covers less of your forehead. The SoftEdge™ 
headgear is gentle on the face and causes less facial 
marking. And because it’s designed in just four parts, 
Quattro Air is simple to assemble and quick to clean.

 
Quieter venting
The circular venting gently  
diffuses airflow, creating a  
perception of quieter performance  
compared to Mirage Quattro.** 
The vent is designed to help  
you—and your partner—sleep  
in a calm, peaceful space.

Quattro Air for Her 
Quattro Air for Her has all the 
benefits of Quattro Air, starting  
from a smaller size range. It features 
stylish pink and grey headgear.


